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Culture and Group Processes (Frontiers of Culture and Psychology)Oxford University Press, 2013

	Human beings are adapted for group living. Groups have a wide range of adaptive functions for individuals, including both material benefits of mutual aid and collective action, and subjective psychological benefits of affiliation and social identity. Recent development of cultural psychology, however, has uncovered that culture plays crucial...


		

101 Ways to Make Training Active (Active Training Series)Pfeiffer, 2005
When it was first published in 1995, Mel Silberman's 101 Ways to Make Training Active became an instant bestseller. Now this revised and updated second edition offers the same dynamic approach and 101 completely new case examples. The examples support each exercise and highlight real-time uses of the highly successful Active Training method. In...

		

Forensic CBT: A Handbook for Clinical PracticeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Forensic CBT: A Handbook for Clinical Practice is an edited collection that represents the first authoritative resource on the utilization of CBT strategies and techniques for offender clients.

	
		Features contributions from leaders of the major schools of CBT on the treatment of antisocial personality patterns as well...







		

Socio-Emotional Relationship Therapy: Bridging Emotion, Societal Context, and Couple Interaction (AFTA SpringerBriefs in Family Therapy)Springer, 2015

	This path-breaking volume introduces Socio-Emotional Relationship Therapy for clinical work with troubled couples. Practice-focused and engaging, it integrates real-world knowledge of the intersections of gender, culture, power, and identity in relationships with empirical findings on the neurobiology of attraction. Case examples detail the...


		

Queer Embodiment: Monstrosity, Medical Violence, and Intersex Experience (Expanding Frontiers: Interdisciplinary Approaches to Studies of Women, Gender, and Sexuality)University of Nebraska Press, 2019

	
		Merging critical theory, autobiography, and sexological archival research, Queer Embodiment provides insight into what it means, and has meant, to have a legible body in the West. Hilary Malatino explores how and why intersexuality became an anomalous embodiment requiring correction and how contesting this pathologization...



		

User-Centered Agile MethodJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	
		Agile development methods began to emerge around 20 years ago. However, it was not until the early 2000s that they began to be widely used in industry. This growth was often due to the advent of Internet services requiring faster cycles of development in order to heighten the rate at which an ever-greater number of functionalities...







		

Metaphors For God's Time in Science and ReligionPalgrave Macmillan, 2002
Metaphors for God's Time in Science and Religion examines the exploratory work of metaphors for time in astrophysical cosmology, chaos theory, evolutionary biology and neuroscience. Stephen Happel claims that the Christian God is intimately involved at every level of physical and biological science. He compares how scientists and...

		

Cyberbullying Prevention and Response: Expert PerspectivesRoutledge, 2011

	Just as the previous generation was raised in front of televisions, adolescents at the turn of the 21st century are being raised in an internet-enabled world where blogs, social networking, and instant messaging are competing with face-to-face and telephone communication as the dominant means through which personal interaction takes place....


		

Organizing Change: An Inclusive, Systemic Approach to Maintain Productivity and Achieve ResultsPfeiffer, 2003
In Organizing Change, authors and change experts, William W. Lee and Karl J. Krayer, outline a revolutionary new model and process that shows you how to implement a successful change initiative within any organization.
    "In Organizing Change Lee and Krayer have taken what most executives regard as consultant candy and...






		

Reframing Organizations: Artistry, Choice, and LeadershipJossey-Bass, 2003
Become a More Versatile Manager and a More Artistic Leader
In this third edition of their best-selling classic, authors Lee Bolman and Terrence Deal explain the powerful tool of "reframing." The authors have distilled the organizational literature into a comprehensive approach for looking at situations from more than one angle. Their...


		

Working GlobeSmart: 12 People Skills for Doing Business Across BordersDavies-Black Publishing, 2003
By any measure, business success is no longer solely about hard work, good intentions, and technical expertise. Relationship building, communication, and the ability to forge cooperation across organizational lines are key--especially when operating across borders, spanning time zones, and crossing cultures.  

Whether you are working for...


		

Team Leadership in the Game IndustryCourse Technology PTR, 2009
Team Leadership in the Game Industry arms you with the information you need to face and meet the challenges of finding, supporting, and retaining a talented team of employees. Specifically addressing the unique needs of managers in the game industry, this book recognizes a common issue: game development teams consisting of talented specialists...
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